
Dimension Stele Plus™

Revolutionary Presentation Boards

The original Egan Dimension Board revolutionized whiteboards with its monolithic, vanishing edge design. Dimension Stele Plus™ changes the 
game again with its novel use of the “Z” Dimension. Dimension Plus retains the vanishing edge and accentuates the monolith: it can be 
specified in various depths. Dimension Plus, when installed, features edges that are finished flush to the wall. The writing surface is then 1”, 2”, 
or 3” proud of the wall. Because the edges are finished flush on all four sides of each individual board, Dimension Plus can be specified in 
stunning arrays, creating visually interesting and functional writing spaces that feature a mix of writing planes at different depths. Where a 
proud board meets a shallower board, a completely dry-erase, rectilinear edge provides a clean, crisp look. For example, when one board is 
installed below, and proud to the board above it, a 1” or 2” ledge is created. 

Revolutionize your presentation space with presentation boards that feature different depths for unique, visually interesting, and fuctional 
spaces.
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Introduction to 

Environmentally responsible through design, quality, value, and timeliness: Egan has been certified to have established and maintained a Quality Management System and Environmental 
Management System, which are registered to the ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 standards. Designed and manufactured in North America by Egan Visual Inc., leaders in  visual communication 
products for the contract furniture industry for over 40 years. You can count on Egan products to be well-designed and well-built for years of hassle-free enjoyment.

Egan Visual Inc.
Tel 1-800-263-2387 or 905-851-2826
Fax 905-851-3426 
customerservice@egan.com

www.egan.com

Shown at left: 2” and 3” depth 

Dimension Stele Plus

Create visually interesting spaces where 

a proud board meets a shallow board.


